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ABSTRACT

Moving from limited-domain dialogue systems to open do-
main dialogue systems raises a number of challenges. One
of them is the ability of the system to utilise small amounts
of data from disparate domains to build a dialogue manager
policy. Previous work has focused on using data from dif-
ferent domains to adapt a generic policy to work for a spe-
cific domain. Inspired by Bayesian Committee Machines,
this paper proposes the use of a committee of dialogue poli-
cies. The results show that such a model is particularly ben-
eficial for adaptation in multi-domain dialogue systems and
significantly improves performance compared to a single pol-
icy baseline.

Index Terms— Bayesian committee machines, Gaussian
processes, reinforcement learning

1. INTRODUCTION

Statistical approaches to dialogue management have been
shown to reduce design costs and provide superior perfor-
mance to hand-crafted systems particularly in noisy environ-
ments [1]. So far, spoken dialogue systems have been built for
limited domains, described by an underlying ontology, which
is essentially a structured representation of the database of
entities that the dialogue system can talk about.

The semantic web is an effort to organise the large amount
of information available on the Internet into a structure that
can be more easily processed by a machine and on which rea-
soning can be performed [2]. A knowledge graph is such a
structure which typically consists of a set of triples where
each triple represents two entities connected by a specified
relationship. Current knowledge graphs have millions of en-
tities and billions of relations and are constantly growing.
There has been a significant amount of work in spoken lan-
guage understanding to exploit knowledge graphs to improve
coverage [3, 4]. More recently there have there been some
initial attempts to build statistical dialogue systems that oper-
ate on large knowledge graphs, but limited so far to the prob-
lem of belief tracking [5]. Here, we address the problem of
decision-making.

Moving from a limited domain dialogue system that op-
erates on a relatively modest ontology to an open domain

dialogue system that can converse about anything in a large
knowledge graph is a non-trivial problem. An open domain
dialogue system can be seen as a (large) set of limited domain
dialogue systems. If each of them were trained separately
then an operational system would require sufficient training
data for every possible topic in the knowledge graph, which
is simply not feasible. What is more likely is that instead we
have limited and varied data that comes from different do-
mains. In this paper, we present a dialogue model which is
particularly well suited for this problem.

The architecture of a statistical dialogue system typically
provides a single policy model that proposes actions through-
out the dialogue [1]. This has so far also been the case for
multi-domain systems [6]. Multi-policy models have been
proposed in the context of hierarchical modelling, where the
decision-making process follows a hierarchy of policies, but
at any given time only one policy makes a decision [7]. Con-
current policy models have been studied in [8] where several
policies can propose an action at any given time and heuristics
are used to decide which policy should be followed. Combin-
ing outputs of multiple policies were previously studied only
in the context of combining statistical and hand-crafted poli-
cies [9, 10]. Previous work on multi-domain dialogue sys-
tem has proposed a distributed architecture where a generic
policy can be trained on data coming from different domains
and later specialised to provide in-domain performance once
sufficient data becomes available [11]. In this paper we en-
hance this model to operate with multiple policies to further
improve the performance when the data is limited and comes
from very different domains.

We propose a policy committee model, based on a Bayesian
committee machine (BCM) [12], which consists of a number
of policies trained on different, potentially small, datasets. At
any given time, when the system needs to make a decision,
it consults each committee member and they each propose
an action. A data-driven combination method is then used
to reach the consensus. The idea behind this is that each
committee member can be trained on different datasets and
therefore the expertise of different members varies, so col-
laboratively they can reach a better decision. We examine
two committee architectures. In the first, the committee al-
ways consists of two members: generic – trained on data
coming from a variety of domains and specific – trained only



on in-domain data. In the second, each domain has a sepa-
rate committee member trained only on data for that domain.
We examine a number of methods for combining committee
members’ decisions.

The experiments are presented within the context of Gaus-
sian process reinforcement learning (GPRL) [13, 14] since
this method does not only provide the estimate of the objec-
tive function but also the confidence in its estimate. This in-
formation is essential for combining committee members’ de-
cisions in a data-driven manner. Another reinforcement learn-
ing method with this property to which the policy committee
could be applied is Kalman temporal difference reinforcement
learning [15].

The main contributions of the proposed policy committee
model are:

1. Efficient use of data for building statistical multi-
domain dialogue systems;

2. significant improvements in performance compared to
the traditional one-policy model; and

3. a flexible architecture which allows for both adding and
removing committee members, which particularly use-
ful for extending multi-domain systems to new unseen
domains.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In Sec-
tions 2 and 3 we review Gaussian process reinforcement
learning and the Bayesian committee machine respectively.
Following that, in Section 4, we describe the multi-domain
dialogue manager. Section 5 presents the experimental set-up,
followed by an evaluation of several committee combination
models using a simulated user (Section 6) and real users (Sec-
tion 7). We conclude the paper in Section 8 with a summary
and future work directions.

2. GAUSSIAN PROCESS REINFORCEMENT
LEARNING

The input to a statistical dialogue manager is typically an N-
best list of scored hypotheses obtained from the spoken lan-
guage understanding unit. Based on this input, at every di-
alogue turn, a distribution of possible dialogue states called
the belief state, an element of belief space b ∈ B, is esti-
mated. The quality of a dialogue is defined by a reward func-
tion r(b, a) and the role of a dialogue policy π is to map the
belief state b into a system action, an element of action space
a ∈ A, at each turn so as to maximise the expected cumula-
tive reward.

The expected cumulative reward for a given belief state b
and action a is defined by the Q-function:

Q(b, a) = Eπ

(
T∑

τ=t+1

γτ−t−1rτ |bt = b, at = a

)
(1)

where rτ is the immediate reward obtained at time τ , T is
the dialogue length and γ is a discount factor, 0 < γ ≤ 1.
Optimising the Q-function is then equivalent to optimising
the policy π.

GP-Sarsa is an on-line reinforcement learning algorithm
that models the Q-function as a Gaussian process [13]:

Q(b, a) ∼ GP (0, k((b, a), (b, a))) (2)

where the kernel k(·, ·) is factored into separate kernels over
belief and action spaces kB(b, b′)kA(a, a′).

For a training sequence of belief state-action pairs B =
[(b0, a0), . . . , (bt, at)]T and the corresponding observed im-
mediate rewards r = [r1, . . . , rt]T, the posterior of the Q-
function for any belief state-action pair (b, a) is given by:

Q(b, a)|r,B ∼ N (Q(b, a), cov((b, a), (b, a))) (3)

where the posterior mean and covariance take the form:

Q(b, a) = k(b, a)THT(HKHT + σ2HHT)−1r,

cov((b, a), (b, a)) = k((b, a), (b, a))−
k(b, a)THT(HKHT + σ2HHT)−1Hk(b, a)

(4)
where k(b, a) = [k((b0, a0), (b, a)), . . . , k((bt, at), (b, a))]T,
K is the Gram matrix [16], H is a band matrix with diago-
nal [1,−γ] and σ2 is an additive noise factor which controls
how much variability in the Q-function estimate is expected
during the learning process. Since the Gaussian process
for the Q-function defines a Gaussian distribution for ev-
ery belief state-action pair (3), when a new belief point b
is encountered, for each action a ∈ A, there is a Gaussian
distribution. Sampling from these Gaussian distributions
gives Q-values Q̂(b, a) ∼ N (Q(b, a),ΣQ(b, a)) where
ΣQ(b, a) = cov((b, a), (b, a)) from which the action with
the highest sampled Q-value can be selected:

π(b) = arg max
a

{
Q̂(b, a) : a ∈ A

}
. (5)

The likelihood of the sampled Q̂ value is given by:

L(Q̂) =
1√

2πΣQ(b, a))
exp

(
−|Q(b, a)− Q̂|2

2ΣQ(b, a)

)
. (6)

To use GPRL for dialogue, a kernel function must be de-
fined on both the belief state space B and the action space A.
Here we use the Bayesian Update of Dialogue State (BUDS)
dialogue model [17]. The action space consists of a set of
slot-dependent and slot-independent summary actions which
are mapped to master actions using a set of rules and the ker-
nel is defined as:

kA(a, a′) = δa(a′) (7)

where δa(a′) = 1 iff a = a′, 0 otherwise. The belief state
consists of the probability distributions over the Bayesian net-
work hidden nodes that relate to the dialogue history for each



slot and the user goal for each slot. The dialogue history
nodes can take a fixed number of values, whereas user goals
range over the values defined for that particular slot in the
ontology and can have very high cardinalities. User goal dis-
tributions are therefore sorted according to the probability as-
signed to each value since the choice of summary action does
not depend on the values but rather on the overall shape of
each distribution. The kernel function over both dialogue his-
tory and user goal nodes is based on the expected likelihood
kernel [18], which is a simple linear inner product. The kernel
function for belief space is then the sum over all the individual
hidden node kernels:

kB(b, b′) =
∑
h

〈bh, b′h〉 (8)

where bh is the probability distribution encoded in the hth

hidden node.

3. BAYESIAN COMMITTEE MACHINE

The Bayesian committee machine is an approach to combin-
ing estimators that have been trained on different datasets and
can be applied to Gaussian process regression [12]. Here
we apply this method to combine the outputs of multiple es-
timates of Q-values Qi with mean Qi and covariance ΣQi ,
given by Eq. 4 and trained on a set of rewards and belief-state
action pairs ri,Bi for i ∈ {1, . . . ,M}, where M is the num-
ber of policies in the policy committee.

Following the description in [12], the combined mean Q
and covariance ΣQ are calculated as:

Q(b, a) = ΣQ(b, a)
∑M
i=1 ΣQi (b, a)−1Qi(b, a),

ΣQ(b, a)−1 = −(M−1) ∗ k((b, a), (b, a))−1

+
∑M
i=1 ΣQi (b, a)−1.

(9)

Fig 1 depicts a Bayesian committee machine consisting of
three estimators.

Es#mator1:	  
Q1	  	  

D1	  

Es#mator2:	  
Q2	  	  

D2	  

Es#mator3:	  
Q3	  	  

D3	  BCM:	  
Q	  

Fig. 1. Bayesian committee machine: Committee members
consist of estimators trained on different datasets Di. At ev-
ery turn their estimated Q-values, Qi, are combined to pro-
pose the final Q-value estimate.

4. MULTI-DOMAIN DIALOGUE MANAGER

In this work we assume that the spoken language understand-
ing unit, the belief tracker and the natural language generator
can deal with multiple domains and we examine how to define
a policy model that can support multiple domains. Previous
work [11] has introduced the notion of a generic policy, which
can be trained from data coming from different domains, and
a specific policy that can be derived from a generic policy us-
ing additional in-domain data. In order to produce a generic
policy that works across multiple domains, a kernel function
must be defined on belief states and actions that come from
different domains. In [11] this is done by finding an appro-
priate mapping between slots. Namely, portions of the belief
relating to shared slots are directly mapped to each other and
for slots which are different the mapping is defined manually.

Here we take a different approach for building policies
that can operate (and be trained on) belief states and actions
that come from different domains. The approach is as follows

1. For each slot in every domain calculate the normalised
entropy η given by

η(s) =
∑
v∈Vs

p(s = v) log(p(s = v))

|Vs|
, (10)

where s is a slot that takes values v from a set Vs and
where p(s = v) is the empirical probability that an en-
tity in the database with slot s takes value v for that slot.
For example, if all entities in the database for the restau-
rant domain have allowedchildren=False then that slot has
normalised entropy 0. The measure is normalised so
that slots that take different number of values can be
compared. This measure provides an indicator of how
useful each slot is in the dialogue. For instance, in this
case it is not useful for the system to ask the user of
their preference for slot allowedforchildren since the an-
swer provides no information gain.

2. For each domain sort slots based on their normalised
entropy and give them abstract names slot1, slot2, . . .
so that η(sloti) ≥ η(slotj) for i ≤ j.

3. When calculating the kernel function between belief
states and actions that come from different domains, for
each i try to match portions of belief states related to
sloti and actions related to slot sloti from one domain
to sloti in the other domain, if both domains have sloti.
Otherwise, disregard the portion of the belief state re-
lating to sloti and if one of the actions relates to sloti
consider the action kernel to be 0.

This approach has three important properties:

• it does not require human intervention to define the re-
lationship between different domains;



• it provides a well-defined computable relationship be-
tween any two domains; and

• the kernel function that is defined in step 3 is positive
definite so the Gaussian process is well-defined.

5. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

In order to examine the ability of the proposed method to op-
erate on multiple domains we examine four domains: SFR
consisting of restaurants in San Francisco, SFH consisting of
hotels in San Francisco, L6 consisting of laptops with 6 prop-
erties that the user can specify and L11 which is the same
as L6 but with 11 user-speciable properties. A description of
each domain with slots sorted according to their normalised
entropy is given in Table 1.

Table 1. Slots for each domain. The upper half represents
slots that can be specified by the user to constrain a search.
They are ranked according to normalised entropy (Eq. 10).
The remainder are informable slots which can be queried by
the user.

SFR SFH L6 L11
name name name name

allowedforkids allowedforkids isforbusiness isforbusiness
pricerange pricerange batteryratings batteryrating

near near pricerange pricerange
goodformeal takescreditcards draverange draverange

food hasinternet weightrange weightrange
area area family family

- - - platform
- - - utility
- - - processorclass
- - - sysmemory

addr addr price weight
price phone drive battery

phone postcode dimension price
postcode - - dimension

- - - drive
- - - display
- - - graphadaptor
- - - design
- - - processor

6. SIMULATION RESULTS

In order to investigate the effectiveness of proposed policy
committee model a variety of contrasts were examined using
an agenda-based simulated user operating at the dialogue act
level [19, 20]. The reward function allocates −1 at each turn
to encourage shorter dialogues, plus 20 at the end of each suc-
cessful dialogue. The user simulator includes an error gener-

ator and this was set to generate incorrect user inputs 15% of
time.

The contrasts studied were as follows:

INDOM In-domain policy – trained only on in-domain
data, other data is not taken into consideration, action-
selection is based only on the in-domain policy. This is
the baseline.

GEN Single generic policy – one policy trained on all avail-
able data. This approach was proposed in [11].

2CQ Two-policy committee with Q-values – one generic
policy trained on all available data and one specific pol-
icy trained only on in-domain data. Action selection de-
pends directly on each Q-value i.e. the action that has
the highest Q-value between the two policies is taken.

2CQL Two-policy committee with Q-values and likeli-
hood – same as 2CQ but the Q values are scaled by
the likelihood (Eq. 6) for action selection.

2BCM Two-policy Bayesian committee machine – same
as 2CQ but uses a Bayesian committee machine de-
scribed in Section 3 to provide the consensus estimate
of the Q-value for action selection.

MBCM Multi-policy Bayesian committee machine – same
as 2BCM but has one committee member for each do-
main. Each committee member is trained only on in-
domain data. However for action-selection, the esti-
mates of all committee members are taken into account
via a Bayesian committee machine (Eq 9) both during
training and testing.

GOLD Gold standard – this is the performance of the sin-
gle policy where all training data comes from the same
domain ie forN domains, GOLD hasN times the num-
ber of in-domain dialogues for training as provided to
INDOM.

We examine two cases: when the training data is limited,
only 250 dialogues available for each domain, and when there
is more training data available, 2500 for each domain. Previ-
ous study [11] has considered domains which are relatively
similar. Here we consider two set-ups:

• Multi-domain system for SFR, SFH and L6, where the
domains have different slots but each domain has the
same number of slots, and

• Multi-domain system for SFR, SFH and L11, where not
only are the slots are different but also one of the do-
mains, L11, has many more slots than the others.

For each method described above, 10 policies were
trained on the simulated user using different random seeds.
Each policy was then evaluated using 1000 dialogues on each



domain. The overall average reward, success rate and number
of turns is given in Table 2 together with 95% confidence
intervals.

There are several important conclusions to be drawn from
the results given in Table 2. First, as shown in [11], generic
policies makes use of data that comes from different domains
and this improves performance over an in-domain baseline,
even in the case presented here where the domains are very
different. Second, having a policy committee that only uses
the Q-value estimate for action-selection (2CQ) degrades
performance compared to the GEN policy. However, taking
into account both the Q-value and the likelihood (2CQL)
improves performance and this is consistent across domains.
This finding emphasises the importance of maintaining sec-
ond order information during Q-value estimation. Finally,
while the two-policy Bayesian committee machine 2BCM
gives somewhat inconsistent results across the domains, the
multi-policy MBCM provides the performance which is ei-
ther significantly better than other methods or statistically
indistinguishable from other methods and in the case of lim-
ited training data its performance is at least as good as the
gold standard. Another advantage of MBCM is that it does
not require storing a separate generic policy model but only
ever produces in-domain models that have the ability to con-
tribute to action-selection for other domains.

Unlike other multi-policy models, MBCM allows flexi-
ble selection of committee members. The usefulness of each
committee member in the MBCM multi-policy model is ex-
plored in Table 3 for the SFR domain. As can be seen, all
committee members contribute performance gain, however
not all committee members are equally important. In this
case, for good performance on the SFR domain, the SFH
committee member is more useful than the L11 committee
member.

7. REAL USER EVALUATION

In order to fully examine the effectiveness of the proposed
adaptation scheme, policies were also trained in direct in-
teraction with human users. We compare two set-ups: one
where an in-domain L6 policy is trained on-line and another
where a multi-policy Bayesian committee machine is trained
from scratch using data from the SFR, SFH and L6 domains,
which produces a policy committee which can operate on
all three domains. We deployed the system in a telephone-
based set-up, with subjects recruited via Amazon MTurk and
given prescribed dialogue tasks to complete in a similar set-up
to [11]. At the end of each dialogue, a recurrent neural net-
work (RNN) model was used to predict the dialogue success
used as the reinforcement feedback [21]. For each contrast,
three instances were trained and the results were averaged.

Fig. 2 shows the moving average reward as a function
of the number of training dialogues for the L6 domain com-
paring the in-domain (INDOM) policy and the multi-policy

Table 2. Comparison of strategies for multi-domain adapta-
tion. In-domain performance is measured in terms of reward,
success rate and the average number of turns per dialogue.
Results are given with 95% confidence intervals.

Strategy Reward Success #Turns
L6 trained on 750 dialogues from SFR, SFH, L6

INDOM 7.92± 0.20 72.64± 0.87 6.56± 0.07
GEN 9.34± 0.19 79.43± 0.80 6.49± 0.06
2CQ 8.95± 0.20 78.91± 0.80 6.77± 0.07
2CQL 9.69± 0.18 81.87± 0.76 6.65± 0.07
2BCM 10.22± 0.17 84.30± 0.71 6.62± 0.07
MBCM 9.89± 0.18 82.95± 0.74 6.68± 0.07
GOLD 9.25± 0.19 80.35± 0.79 6.77± 0.07

L6 trained on 7500 dialogues from SFR, SFH, L6
INDOM 10.62± 0.16 86.04± 0.68 6.50± 0.06
MBCM 11.60± 0.14 90.32± 0.58 6.42± 0.06
GOLD 11.98± 0.13 92.36± 0.53 6.42± 0.06

SFR trained on 750 dialogues from SFR, SFH, L11
INDOM 5.73± 0.21 68.17± 0.92 7.89± 0.08
GEN 6.32± 0.21 72.04± 0.89 8.05± 0.08
2CQ 5.73± 0.21 70.13± 0.90 8.24± 0.08
2CQL 6.78± 0.21 75.36± 0.85 8.26± 0.09
2BCM 6.46± 0.22 73.80± 0.87 8.25± 0.09
MBCM 7.37± 0.20 76.60± 0.83 7.92± 0.08
GOLD 7.34± 0.20 76.97± 0.83 8.01± 0.08

SFR trained on 7500 dialogues from SFR, SFH, L11
INDOM 9.03± 0.17 85.16± 0.70 7.97± 0.08
MBCM 9.67± 0.17 88.28± 0.66 7.96± 0.08
GOLD 9.65± 0.16 88.80± 0.62 8.05± 0.08

L11 trained on 750 dialogues from SFR, SFH, L11
INDOM 6.46± 0.22 67.59± 0.92 7.02± 0.08
GEN 7.18± 0.21 70.91± 0.89 6.97± 0.08
2CQ 6.91± 0.21 70.15± 0.90 7.09± 0.08
2CQL 7.24± 0.22 72.24± 0.88 7.17± 0.08
2BCM 6.55± 0.23 69.11± 0.91 7.20± 0.09
MBCM 8.52± 0.20 77.09± 0.82 6.88± 0.07
GOLD 8.68± 0.20 77.26± 0.83 6.74± 0.07

L11 trained on 7500 dialogues from SFR, SFH, L11
INDOM 10.05± 0.17 84.58± 0.71 6.84± 0.07
MBCM 10.73± 0.16 87.23± 0.66 6.70± 0.07
GOLD 11.17± 0.15 88.89± 0.62 6.57± 0.06

Table 3. Selection of committee members for multi-policy
Bayesian committee machine for SFR domain.

MBCM – SFR
Committee Reward Success #Turns
members
SFR 7.32± 0.22 79.97± 0.82 8.51± 0.10
SFR+SFH 9.20± 0.18 86.51± 0.70 8.05± 0.09
SFR+L11 8.73± 0.19 84.56± 0.73 8.12± 0.09
SFR+SFH+L11 9.67± 0.17 88.28± 0.66 7.96± 0.08



Bayesian committee machine (MBCM) as defined in Sec-
tion 6. The performance of the MBCM policy was only
shown on training dialogues that came from L6 domain,
but in fact it was also trained on SFR and SFH domains in
parallel. The training data across the domains was equally
distributed. The moving window was set to 100 dialogues so
that after the initial 100 dialogues each point on the graph is
an average of 300 dialogues. The shaded area represents a
95% confidence interval. The initial parts of the graph exhibit
more randomness in behaviour because the number of train-
ing dialogues is small. The results show that the multi-policy
Bayesian committee machine consistently outperforms the
in-domain policy. To our knowledge this is the first time a
dialogue policy has been trained on multiple domains on-line
in interaction with real users.
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Fig. 2. Training in interaction with human users on L6 do-
main – moving average reward

8. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We have presented a policy committee model which uses es-
timates from different policies for action selection at every
dialogue turn. We have demonstrated that this model is par-
ticularly useful for training multi-domain dialogue systems
where the data is limited and varied. As shown in both sim-
ulations and a real user trial, the Bayesian policy committee
approach gives superior performance to the traditional one-
policy-approach across multiple domains and allows flexible
selection of committee members during testing.

In future we plan to apply this method to a large knowl-
edge graph. This requires investigating useful committee
members for a given topic in a knowledge graph. We have
already shown that not all committee members are equally
useful for a given domain. Also, the computational cost is
linearly dependent on the number of committee members,
which is an added incentive to careful choice of committee
members for any given topic in a knowledge graph.
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